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to remain north of the Formosa Channel. She would have
been unable to take either Hongkong or Singapore, and her
chances of ultiriiate victory would be very doubtful.
Second case. Let us suppose that the British Fleet from
Europe has reached Singapore and is there at the outbreak
of war. It would probably go north towards Hongkong and
the Formosa Channel in the hope of bringing the Japanese
Fleet to action. The distance to Hongkong is 1430 miles,
so that, taking the speed of the Fleet as fifteen knots, it should
be off that place on the fourth day. This interval of four days
would be of the utmost importance to Japan. In it she
would probably attempt to take Hongkong, and should she
by any chance fail to do so, she would leave no stone un-
turned to render it useless as an advanced base by destroying
the dockyard. The ultimate fate of Hongkong would depend
on the result of the decisive action between the two main
Fleets. Although England with the superior Fleet would have
the advantage of being able to force an action, she would
be at a disadvantage in regard to subsequent operations
should Hongkong be occupied, even temporarily, by the
Japanese, or should the dockyard have been destroyed.
In other words, a superior British Fleet based on Singapore
could expect to beat the Japanese Fleet, but if Hongkong had
been dealt with as already suggested, its subsequent opera-
tions would be hampered and, also, Japan would be able
to put whatever pressure she liked on China.
Third case. We will suppose that the outbreak of war
finds the British Fleet at its peace stations, i.e. the major
part in Europe and a squadron with a principal strength
of five io,ooo-ton cruisers in China. The first thing to note
is that even if conditions in Europe permitted England to
send the greater part of her Fleet to the Far East, several days
must elapse before it could arrive. It would, for instance,
take at least twenty days for a Fleet to get from Malta, via
Suez, to Singapore, even at fifteen knots. If the Suez Canal
had been blocked by Japan, or if, for any reason, the Fleet
could not pass through it, the only other way is round the
Cape. At least thirty-seven days would be required to come
out that way from England, without allowing anything
for fuelling and taking in stores. The time required is so
long, that before the Fleet could arrive Hongkong would
certainly have been taken and Singapore, if not actually taken,

